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A writer ought to comfort the afflicted, and 
afflict the comfortable.

-- Mark Twain
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 Here we meet again, in a new edition of The Sandy 
River Review. This issue of the Sandy springs from the authors’ 
concentrated countless hours of writing and rewriting until letters 
and words are sculpted into images and scenes. Included in this 
issue are a diversity of authors. We were lucky enough to garner 
submissions from the UMF faculty and have included two pieces 
here – a nonfiction piece from Michael Burke, and a poem from 
Eric Brown. Each of the works inlcuded in this issue ranges in 
style and subject matter, but each one has been carefully shaped 
into something striking.  

 Often, it is only when the Sandy has been nearly finished 
and you can step back and look at the work as a whole that you 
see recurrent themes appear. I have realized that pieces seemed 
to have found their own places within the issue to reveal these 
themes. The cycles of time, of the seasons, and of life appear 
again and again throughout the pages. This was not something 
we based our decision of pieces on, but instead something so 
many pieces seemed to revolve around, providing a glimpse into 
our writers’ minds.

 The artwork throughout the issue was chosen for its 
equally stunning quality. The images range from the humorous to 
the simple but powerful. They stand alone, and as a compliment 
to the writing, adding a deeper texture to the overall issue, making 
it complete.    

 I want to take a moment to thank all the authors and 
artists who have submitted their work. The Sandy could not exist 
without you and your continued striving for excellence, for a 
perfection which yields the outstanding quality of each issue. I 
want to encourage these people to continue submitting. Too many 
of my fellow writers on campus are elusive, keeping their brilliant 
work shut away in a desk drawer. Submit! Overwhelm us! Stun 
us with your ability, and keep submitting, keep sending work out 
to be published. Do not deny us your talent. Persistence will pay 
off.

Letter From the Editor
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 There are many people I want to thank for their help in 
this issue. The Alice James Books staff – April, Aimee, and Kim 
– without whose knowledge and experience I would have been 
lost. Thank you to Pat O’Donnell for aiding us with her eyes in 
copyediting. Thank you to Shari Witham whose never-ending 
willingness to help out amazes me. Thank you to Writer’s Guild 
for providing us with a new computer which does not hiccup 
and crash the minute we hit save. Thank you to my assistant 
editor, Aaron Witham, whose dedication and insight have never 
faltered.   

Enjoy.

-Jen Baum
Editor    
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Orion at 4 a.m. in August 
Cindy Ravinksi

The hunter is just placing his ember
of a foot into the darkened horizon trailing

four points of illumination:
his prey subdued, dangling at arm’s length.

His landmark belt,
a tri-studded banner,

holds his sheathed sword
while countless vertical sparks,

raised in the highest arc, form
his deadly club. He is waiting

to strike a blow that is
forever suspended by the heavens.
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Said the Starling
Kate Russell

I will remember this feeling of panic,
me scrambling against you,
two bare knees squeaking on the vinyl bench seat.
I will remember my fingers stretching like stars, 
not reaching the door handle 
in the moment the violence goes too far.
I will remember this closeness: chest pressed 
to chest and the pressure on my sweated back 
of the steering wheel containing me.
I will remember cotton ripped 
and shoulders bit,
your weeping and my useless fury 
and confusion at your cries as your hand grips 
hair and drags my head back until I see,
through the windshield,
first only the skeleton trees lining this dirt road,
but then up further, the overpass 
and the chain of brake lights,
signaling to stop
while you, unseen,
push through, into that place
you want to be.
I will remember, always
remember, my gaze fixed
on the blurred red eyes above me,
blinking and staring, 
their steady fleeting from me 
as you take
and take and take.
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Pharmacist
Kate Russell

Remember me? I was the pharmacist 
who smiled and made your mother laugh, 
the one who touched her fingers
while passing the white bags.
You stood, six years old, staring with your father’s eyes.
You clutched her coat with one hand and pulled
at your ponytail with the other while she spoke,
using my first name and giggling between words.
I said you were beautiful, just like your mother,
and I dangled a peppermint over the counter.
You reached for it without shame, as though it were something
keeping you alive. I pushed back my glasses and grinned 
as you unwrapped the candy and pushed it into your mouth.  
I waved as you both left, your lovely mother blushing, 
biting her lip, and you, crunching on candy and gazing at me.
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The Intelligent Way To Grow Old
Chris Monaco

His elderly hand stroked our retriever’s
fur at the speed of death.
 
The family declared him
senile years before
mixed up names,
bad hearing, and a detesting
disposition.

One Thanksgiving, 
he moaned when
a niece placed his meal 
on his TV dinner tray because
her body, briefly, obstructed his
view of the Patriot’s game.

Pissed at his rudeness, the niece
left the room with heavy steps,
but I stayed with him
on the couch
watching
the food travel
slowly down his throat
wondering whether
the esophagus loses its strength
when you’re 89.

Then he spoke like the scratching
of sandpaper.
“That Brady is hot shit,”
surprising me at first;
then I smiled feeling
honored to be his 
accomplice.
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But even I could not help him from falling dead
a week later – speechless, moan-less, motionless
as everyone mourned 
for the older man, who had lost his mind
long ago.
And I just shook my head:
If only they knew; if only they
understood.
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The Drive
Melonie Coutts

I am coming to the
 

fork in the road where the white line is

crotched. The rubber tires of my red two-door

coupe lick and taunt the rough cement

slabs of Interstate with

friction

from mere contact

with one another. A sign lunges,

lunges, lunges toward me at 79 miles an

hour stripping me of my security: 

MERGE AHEAD.
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        The Kiss
           Amanda Taylor -- graphite 
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Fire Over Water
Abby Austin

If you can comply 
with the attendant asking
to see your I.D., concentrate on the nervous 
woman at the metal detector dumping 
her pockets and life into plastic 
bins, and if you can let your face burn 
so fire wins over water, 
then you 
can ignore the inner voice 
that says, 

go back, 
return to the man 
watching you 
go.
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Track without Races
Abby Austin

Little Boy leans on chain-links near 
blue jacketed Old Man 
with cane. The wrinkled face scans
the track, puffing 

a cigarette. But the youthful
eyes see no horses. What does Old Man
see? Were there hoof pounds, foaming 
sweat, whip claps and cheers?

Or was there never a race?  
Just the track 
and wistful stares?
Untangling curiosity, 
Little Boy walks 
away.
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I’m the Real American Hero 
Aaron Witham

I once wore
thick cloth and stood tall
stood proud
even when rocks were launched
at me like missiles
and my leg was twisted backwards
after my capture
by playful American boys
who really
didn’t mean any harm,
just wanted to be like me.

Years later
©Hasbro gave me bigger guns
but shrunk my body,
stripped me 
of cloth
and made me entirely
out of a plastic mold.  

Boys still tie me to trees
make other plastic heroes punch me 
in the face -- 
all before going in for dinner.

My first captors have grown up
and forgotten
that not everyone goes to work
or college
after high school.

If I’m lucky,
I’ll be thrown into a black garbage bag
and buried in the closet
so that I don’t have to face
another American boy’s 
admiring eyes.
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The Orchestra  
Aaron Witham

Something’s happening 
in this auditorium.

The frail ankles of a woman
thinner than a chicken skeleton
are thumping
under the weight of a saxophone,
while the sweaty face
of a fat man
looks like it’s going to explode
over the force being blown 
into his clarinet.

And the girl in the back
shaped like a ground hog
shouldn’t have the flexibility
to reach all the thrashing cymbals 
with those stout arms
and short sticks.

The old man standing in front,
throwing his hands in the air,
could have a stroke
any second.

But not tonight,
because tonight
there is something
for his reaching hands;
it is rising
above our odd bodies
and certain deaths.
It is thriving 
because we’re all here
and we’re all
together. 
It is
music.   
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Intervention
Aileen Dinsmore

Look.
Suspended
below broken ends

of wintering branches,
hangs a white bucket
from Morse’s Sauerkraut,

scrubbed clean 
for spring purpose,
its bottom pooling

with what resembles
water but tastes
woody-sweet 

as I intervene,
tongue the cool tip
of the spout,

allowing sap
to moisten my throat,
in this quiet 

moment beneath 
the maple.
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                        Got Milkweed?
                      Bradley Dubois -- graphite
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Self Portrait 
Tessa Parmenter

I’m growing out my hair to spend less money on haircuts 
and to have a better chance at getting hired out of college. 

I’m growing out my eyebrows because I plucked them thin for 
my last boyfriend.

I wear a black leather belt, black leather slip-ons shoes 
like smiling duck-mouths.

I chew on the end of my pen and hold it like a cigarette 
though I’ve only smoked 
one clove my whole life.

In my 6:30 class I haven’t eaten dinner 
so I eat four Hershey Kisses 
from the bag off the table,
placing pieces 
in my mouth 
smelling latex 
on my fingers
unwashed from sex.

Sweat and chocolate in my mouth 
melt until sweetness overcomes 
the salt. Under the table 

my feet swing 
naked out of my shoes 
and I’m hungry 
for dinner. 
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Winter
Tessa Parmenter

Wind spews hail at the house
but you are inside,
looking through the window
at the heaves of ice in flight. Frost-spears fall
but you hear the heater clucking to wake up,
puffing warmth into the gray of your snow-lit room.
As you draw the quilt like fog’s flight to cloud,
the sofa surrenders you to sleep.
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Yankee Swap
Aaron Flye

The family tries to leave 
him in peace
but his number is up
and one of the kids – 
all a little afraid
of the way he smells –
has to bring him 
the gift he points to
since he can’t afford
the oxygen or forge
the balance
needed to get there himself.

The family tries to joke 
and tries harder to laugh
until nearly awkward,
but the adults have to try 
getting Grampy to eat
after picking a present –
candles from last year’s
swap or the sock holder
almost as old as me -
and someone has to pretend 
Grampy is being playful
when he forgets, first
where I went to school 
and then my name.
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No one lords their
lower numbers over
Grampy after the game 
to force a trade --
and as my uncle
helps Grampy to his feet
I think of what mercy
it must be
for the man too drunk
to speak his thanks
to his aide or say
goodbye to us, 
to have evenings
like these submerged 
beneath memory,
and with enough effort
and enough booze
to never think about
or remember
all the little things
long since traded away.
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Deliverance 
Margaret Stout

From here, the town appears to hang over the road
 and field—pueblo-like, 
set into the face
of the hill as if mud-caked fingers and hands gently molded
 the sloping roofs, smoothed the point
of the steeple, as if the snow-
 studded, ice-cracked Prescott
Field had risen on its heels and borne
the buildings from its sifting
 core. In this paradoxal

light, all summer and winter, my face
 is warm, my fingers iced, the half-melted river creeps  
 slow
and transformed. Beneath

my sneakers—the mud, soft and pungent, 
mimics the gray
 texture of the trees. Each time struggle takes me 

to the edge of this path, sunlit, rough, footsteps
 of water trickling
over mineral, I sit
on the long rocks and hold palms
 to the air—

How easy to forget our eyes and our noses,
 our ears
 our tongue.
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  Still, Just Corn
Levi Galloway -- ink
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Chauncey McGee and the Badminton Spree
Eric Brown
For Edward Gorey, 1925-2000 

If you want to learn to play a sport
(Or never wondered how),
And even if you’re not the sort
To join a team right now,
One model you might try to follow
Is Chauncey C. McGee.
He keeps himself in tip-top shape,
As you will shortly see.
For fun he loves badminton,
And today he has a match.
The game is with his arch-foe,
One James L. Bandersnatch.

When Chauncey wakes he has to shave
His face and arms and legs.
He’s rarely caught without a comb,
His hair is smoothed with eggs.
Then he takes his coffee
With just a touch of tea
(He never answers questions
As to how this came to be).
At breakfast Chauncey loves a smoke
Before he eats some cheese;
It suits him very nicely,
This cheddar and a wheeze.

He draws on tight his turtleneck,
His spandex boxing shorts.
He lifts dull weights all morning—
See how his face contorts!
Chauncey also owns a hedgehog,
And keeps it in a jar
Which sits on his piano
(His pets don’t travel far).
When Chauncey travels to his games
His hedgehog doesn’t come.
Only Ira, his best friend,
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Watches Chauncey’s little scrums.
They used to climb pine trees together,
And tend a hedgerow maze.
But that had changed a while ago,
Back in the olden days.

How does Chauncey get to matches?
There’s just one way he likes.
He’s more than merely athlete:
He collects old motorbikes!
These bikes, as you can plainly see,
Are not the normal kind.
They’re much, much smaller, and don’t need gas,
Which Chauncey doesn’t mind.
And though these bikes are kids’ toys,
Quite smaller than his ears,
Chauncey loves to ride them
And shift their little gears.
Dainty as a dandelion,
No larger than a penny,
Chauncey’s favorite motorbike
Is merely one of many.
In fact the only drawback
To bikes of such small size
Is that their horns are tiny too
And sound like lullabies.

Lengthy drives are not so easy
Though this never bothers Chaunce.
He prefers to take them out
On careful little jaunts.
(Even Hedge, the pet hedgehog,
Has one bike for himself.
He tries to drive inside his jar
While dressed up like an elf.)
At ten ‘til noon Chaunce hops aboard,
And drives through traffic busy,
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Then “Wait!” calls Ira from his back,
“Slow down, old chum, I’m dizzy.”
Before too long he finds the court--
He’d found it just in time.
His pinafore was tinted puce,
While James was dressed in lime.

Shuttlecocks began to fly
From Bandersnatch’s racquet.
Chauncey struck at every one,
And urged himself to whack it.
Collisions and concussions
Were part of Chauncey’s game.
And playing with white rubber shoes
Made wild James look tame.
Leaping arcs and arabesques,
The court was in commotion.
Chauncey clearly took the lead
With seeming random motion.
But James would not give up so fast
And threw his leg out sideways.
The blow caught Chauncey in the shins
And tripped him—was he dazed?
Poor Chaunce stood up and made a move
He saved for such occasions.
It often ended with some bumps
And not a few abrasions.

With all the power he could muster
He pulled himself around.
In glorious, arching somersault,
He backwards hit the ground.
Meanwhile with his one free arm
Extending its elbow joint,
He spun the birdie over net—
It landed for a point!
“The match is over now,” he said,
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“Let’s shake hands, if we must.”
Already James had left the court,
His face was pure disgust.

But Ira clapped, and Chauncey clapped,
And both went home in glee.
They bid farewell at Chauncey’s gate,
To sleep and spurn ennui.
Chauncey dreams of racquets,
Ira dreams of trees.
Hedge would like to leave his jar—
Some folks are hard to please.
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The Easternmost Town
(her step-father’s old friend)
Paul Oxman

His tangled beard seems to catch his
speech up as he mumbles something
about the value of an education. In front of him sits
a line of tall boys; the cans
are the old man’s regular audience. I don’t mind
the drunkenness; maybe it’s a condition of this solitary
old life. But I can’t figure out what these 
things that he’s made and hung from the ceiling are
meant to do, or to be. Wood and metal, an empty
square inside, the suggestion of 
a circle. They look halfway between function
and metaphor, suspended in-between
days of working and days
spent watching the sea.
We leave, careful steps up the ice-packed path,
until his shack is only an outline of
form against the shapeless ocean.
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Remnants of a Flood 
In Winter
Paul Oxman

The heave
of ice, frozen
earth and frozen 
water, stands

as tall as I
stand. It looks
as if it is in
the moment

of its movement, mud and 
water running together with
sticks and brown leaves, roots
and sweet, dark smells of

fall. It tells 
us that seasons
move quickly, even
as we stand

still in the dead
of winter. It promises
quietly that it has kept things

for us (as if
we had gone
away and then returned
suddenly, unexpectedly).
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          Father and Daughter Fishing
                          Alaska
                  Abby Austin -- photograph
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   Prose
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The Other Woman
Sarah Palmer

If we had had kids, the fridge would be concealed in the 
artwork of tiny, chubby, dirty fingers. Eddie said he didn’t want 
children, said he never did, and so, we never did. Magnets, a grocery 
list, a message for Eddie -- these make our fridge look lonely. A 
criss-cross basket of napkins, filled salt and pepper shakers and a 
markedly stain-free table cloth are centered around four chairs, 
only two of which are ever used.

 I stare at the message for Eddie. When the phone gave an 
expectant jangle, I thought it would be my mother or sister. The 
woman said she knew Eddie, and that Eddie knew the number. I 
wrote with care, each letter augmenting my anger as I took down 
her note as though it were from a poker buddy of Eddie’s. The 
note dangled precariously from a Lantman’s Market Calendar 
magnet. I read my own words: “Eddie, please return Lydia’s call.” 
I had thought about her, but never would’ve expected she’d have 
the daring to call. There were nights that Eddie didn’t spend here, 
and I knew he had to be sleeping somewhere.

 The woman was quieter than I expected, sounding reserved 
to the fact that it was actually I who had Eddie. I would’ve thought 
he’d go for some sexy siren, some woman the complete opposite of 
me, who wore an audacious red dress with attention-getting curves 
and red high heels.

 I sit at the table until Eddie gets home, surveying the 
kitchen for signs of anything to wash, clean, move -- and there’s 
nothing. Without tiny feet for me to trail behind, there is little chaos 
to reassemble. Eddie knows I want a baby, and though we haven’t 
tried, has told me we just can’t have one.

When Eddie arrives, I hear the spring in his door open with 
effort and his feet land in the dirt stolidly.

 He opens the door. “Hey baby, good day?”
 I nod my head, watching Eddie maneuver past our table 

and a couple of chairs to reach the fridge. He cocks his head to the 
right, meticulously reading the note. He pulls it from the fridge, 
crumples it, and holds it in his fist. He doesn’t look back as he 
opens the door and grabs a beer. The bottle gives a wicked crack 
as he snaps the top off, sitting across from me. His legs stretch 
all the way to my side of the table, my two legs between his work 
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boots and long, greasy jeans.
 “Long day.” Eddie uses the neck of his beer bottle to raise 

his hat so I can see his dark, serious eyes. Neither of us talks much, 
so we sit silently. I eventually prepare a proper dinner -- Eddie’s 
favorite, chicken dumplings -- and I don’t bother to ask him about 
the woman I already know about.

I needed Eddie. At thirty, I was resigned to the fact that I’d 
end up unmarried, spending my evenings eating dinner with my 
mother, trapped behind a TV tray watching Wheel of Fortune. In 
a town this small, working at a gift shop I’ve been working at since 
high school, meeting a future husband seemed as possible as hitting 
the right numbers in the lottery and striking it rich.  

I met Eddie at a church social, as he was coming out from 
the kitchen with a cheesy casserole in a tinfoil pan. His attempt 
to look comfortable in a button-down shirt and khakis was valiant 
but unsuccessful. I was drawn to the unassured look in his eye; it 
told me we were kindred, like my mother would say. 

Eddie’s younger than I am; he’s got more life left in him even 
though his face is creased with worry. It’s hard to find a job in this 
town, and even harder to keep one when you’re Eddie.

 After a year of drives and quiet dinners at home, I found 
myself in Eddie’s truck, driving to the falls. He said to me, “I guess 
we could be together forever, if that’s what you wanted.” Beer cans 
lolled around my feet, hollow pings bouncing between us as I told 
him yes. I pictured myself in a white dress as I vowed to him I’d 
always be by his side. There was something reassuring about the 
promise that I wouldn’t end up alone after all, so my eager yes 
came without a thought. A thin silver band rounds my left ring 
finger, a testament to my commitment to Eddie and proof that 
on his mechanic’s salary a diamond wasn’t something he could 
afford. Though years have passed, Eddie assures me I’ll get the 
wedding I’ve always wanted. “Baby,” he still promises, “your day 
will come.”  

 But for now, it’s one day at a time. It’s packing Eddie 
lunch at five a.m.; it’s doing the dishes, drying the dishes, putting 
the dishes away; it’s making dinner and cleaning up after dinner, 
and getting Eddie a beer to watch Wheel of Fortune with. There is 
a relieving monotony about being with Eddie. With Eddie, I know 
chicken dumplings are his favorite and green bean casserole is a 
close second. With Eddie, I know the right shoe always goes on 
first, and that he prefers his broken-in work boots to the sneakers 
we just bought him. With Eddie, I know he’s not coming home on 
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Tuesday, Friday, and Saturday nights.  
 
“Babe,” Eddie says a few nights after he got that phone call. 

He’s leaning against the fridge, right leg crossed in front of left 
at the ankle. One hand is in his pocket, a longneck nestled in the 
other. I’m at the kitchen table, spiteful of its cleanliness. “I got you 
somethin’,” he says. “It’s nothin’, I just wanted you to have it.”

 Eddie walks towards me, slightly irregular with the aid of a 
six pack. His jacket hangs across from me on the back of a chair. 
Eddie sets his beer on the table, and it sweats a ring around itself, 
forming an O on the cloth. He doesn’t take his inebriated eyes off 
me as he pulls a snowy velvet box from his coat pocket. He takes a 
seat. “I got this for you,” he tells me again, eyes alight. His hands 
encase the box, and all I can see are his fingers, camouflaged in 
greasy blackness, enveloping the pristine white velvet. His index 
finger pries open the lid without consideration, revealing a golden 
chain with a single pearl perched in its center. The lone pearl glides 
to the right as Eddie passes me the box, dingy from his touch.  

 “It’s not a baby,” he says. “But it sure is pretty.” Eddie’s 
pleased with himself, as I imagine a toddler would be about a finger 
painting or macaroni necklace.

 “I love it.” I have to elicit the words from my mouth. Eddie 
hasn’t invested such frivolous thought into me since he’d proposed. 
Eddie comes around the table, looking like he wants to kiss me or 
touch me, but I realize it’s so he can fasten the necklace around my 
neck. I let my fingers embrace the cool pearl and its slinky golden 
chain. He stands behind me and extracts the fragile necklace. 
His fingers don’t fumble with the latch, and it’s like he’s done it a 
thousand times.

 I stand, facing the bathroom mirror, and try to fasten 
the necklace. Its hitch is finicky, and it takes me a couple tries to 
connect. Finally, the necklace decorates my collarbone and I’m 
ready to go.  

 The task of grocery shopping for two is more difficult than 
for three or four. The idea of leftovers is intimidating, and the 
thought of not having enough is frightening. Canned mushrooms. 
Coca-Cola. Mustard. Wheat bread. Shredded Wheat. Pert Plus. A 
grocery list relays itself over and over in my mind even though I 
hold it in my hand. It’s a pleasant way to pass the lonely time in 
the grocery store. Family values here, family savings there, bags 
of cereal that are family-sized. I push an off-kilter cart across    
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freshly-waxed floors.  
 I contemplate green beans -- should I make a nice little 

green bean casserole for Eddie tonight? A six year old, who doesn’t 
realize how loud he is, drops a can of carrots behind me. I see his 
mother trying to corral him, grabbing onto a white t-shirt with a 
rowdy purple stain in the center of his chest. Her face is smooth 
and youthful, despite being so tired looking. Her dark hair is pulled 
in a taut pony-tail, high on her head, making it difficult for a small 
child to tug. His shoes, so little it seems impossible he can stand 
on those feet, are grimy and torn on the sides to accommodate 
growing toes. His mother gives him a smile and tugs him close, 
squeezing him against her hip with a smile. As she moves her cart 
forward, she bends over slowly, stooping and holding the cart with 
one hand, as she sweeps up the can from the floor. She labors to get 
up, steadying herself a number of times, and tosses the dented can 
into the cart. I see her belly. Its expectant curve entices a twinge 
in me. The half moon shape bulges with life. 

The boy holds his mom’s hand, releases, and runs to me. He 
points. My heart goes aflutter. “Green beans. Greeeeeen beans.” A 
thick finger, camouflaged by grey, grimy stickiness I attribute to a 
quickly melting popsicle, touches a can of green beans. “Momma, 
green beans for dinner.” He grabs onto my cart and continues to 
point. I yearn for him to belong to me.

 The woman comes towards me with a smile. “Sorry,” she 
apologizes. “You know how kids are.” Her hand travels along her 
rotund belly, circularly smoothing its surface.  

 “Yeah, kids!” I say, faking a smile and averting my eyes 
from her lively stomach. I slide the pearl across its chain, right to 
left, left to right.

 “His dad loves green bean casserole. We’re making a 
special dinner tonight,” she says, stretching her arm to get three 
cans of green beans. I hear her delicate wedding band connect with 
a can. “Found out it’s a girl.” She pauses. “Eddie’s always wanted 
a girl,” she notes as an afterthought, turning the can over in her 
capable hand.  

 “Congratulations.” There is nothing else to say.
 She laughs. “I’d make his favorite dinner if I weren’t so 

huge… it’s hard to stand over the oven and make those dumplings, 
though. Thought I’d stick to something easier,” she explains with 
a pat to her belly.

 I let out a laugh for her sake. “Oh,” I say, never letting the 
smile fall from my face. What I’d give to be the other woman.
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Rachel Thompson -- pastel
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Parenthood
Jen Baum

The unplanned: It came in the form of a lapping tongue 
and wagging tail. A splash of yellow on the wood floor. A list of 
things needed yesterday: water dish, food bowl, collar, flea and 
tick protections, shots, brush, leash, and, almost forgotten, FOOD!  
A paper hastily taped to the refrigerator because magnets don’t 
stick to stainless steel.  

 
The first night: It is spent with an arm wrapped around the 

warm chocolate body. The early morning entry to the outside, a 
startling cold blast of air. A bathroom break that began in front 
of the basement door in the kitchen. A realization that what is 
wet beneath the feet after climbing up the endless stairs is not just 
water. The warm pink tongue at five a.m. which pries eyes open, 
and the loose-lipped smile below the calm brown eyes.

The triumph: The snuffling nose at the door, patiently sitting 
and waiting. The flight down the stairs and outside to the carpet of 
leaves. The bathroom break which is praised for being contained 
in the outside world. The floor which has not needed to be mopped 
in three days time. The dinner, the excitement of visitors. Wet 
carpet, the scooped up dangling legs. A quick jog outside as it all 
begins again.    

The shock: The blood covering the fluorescent green of the 
tennis ball. The fuzzed layers already penetrated and stained, leav-
ing behind a tomato juice color. The tiny white teeth that see-sawed 
back and forth in the pink irritated gums. The worry that the stom-
ach was the receptacle for all the teeth being lost. The unbelievable 
speed and efficiency of replacement in a few days time.  

The growth spurt: Long gangly legs, a miniature moose with 
floppy ears. The stumble and near sprawl up the stairs, the sound 
of a head crashing against the door frame as distance is misjudged. 
Sprinting through the fields where two legs cannot keep up with 
four. Care given to the one who sleeps; two sets of legs silently 
descend off the bed to curl up on the floor.  
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The reversal: A cold night spent camping. A warm furry body 
climbing under the sleeping bag to provide heat for companions. 
In the morning the missing keys found and brought with the gen-
tlest mouth to worried hands. The reminder to eat by a nudging 
nose when the food dish has been emptied. A walk, a break to do 
something important. Stop. Look. Admire. A scene of the setting 
sun. A roll in the soft fading grass. A rubbed belly prompting a 
foot thumping session of bliss. 
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Boston in December
Jim Doucette

“Jesus,” John gasped, eyes unfocused, waking from a heavy 
and confusing sleep, taking the Lord’s name in vain in his fright. 
His dreams this night had been troubled, like usual, and the best 
part of his slumber had been its end. Waking up, he no longer had 
to view and suffer through the imagery inside his head. 

John was late for work. Last night studying he had fallen 
asleep with his clothing on and his shoes still tied. His long, gray, 
woolen overcoat remained on his body and his hat and gloves were 
still covering head and fingers. His clothing had become wrinkled 
from sleeping, and he patted himself down, trying to smooth out 
the folds in the garments. His hand caught one of the smooth black 
buttons, which, with a feeble sound of old tearing cloth, released 
sadly, bouncing from his palm and landing beside his feet. He 
picked it up, and stowed it in his waist pocket to fix later. He had 
a crick in his lower back from his faulty bed, and he noticed that 
the sour reek of the dumpsters outside was particularly strong this 
morning.

 John rubbed his eyes where they met the ridge of his 
prominent nose. He felt a crumbly sleepy-seed dislodge and roll 
down his long smooth face. John mused at the thought of the body 
being so oblivious to itself, to its own processes and habits. After 
all, in 31 years John had never told himself to produce sleepy-seeds. 
He didn’t even remember falling asleep last night. How could he 
live so unconsciously within himself? 

Again he swabbed his eyes, this time pressing his lids down 
with bent fingers and rubbing hard in a circular motion, using his 
eyelids like small rags to polish away sleep’s blurriness. He opened 
them, and once again seeing the brightening sky outside, fell in 
love with his own vision. Oh the majesty of the lord, he thought. 
He who gave us the virtue of sight must truly love us. Still groggy, 
he realized he was late, and immediately went to preach. 

On the stark, slushy streets, John moved quickly past the 
brick buildings and tenements in a sort of quiet hobble, stiff from 
the night and the cold morning air. Often, he looked back, over his 
shoulder as he walked, watching for the drug dealers and thieves 
he was sure were just behind him, or just around the next corner. 
He knew what they did to good honest people like him. This was 
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the city; he had to be careful.
 As he went, he thought of his dreams. It was the same 

theme that had been fixed in his unconscious since his arrival in 
Massachusetts; it was the message of God. They had started on his 
seventh night on the ward at the Riverside Institution. He knew 
immediately that the voices were saints, speaking to him, all the 
time, telling him to go, telling him to leave the place, and run to God. 
And he did. After a week of it, he up and left, finding a place among 
the uncountable masses of the city. Then, in Boston, John had not 
found God, but rather, God had sought out and found him. God had 
contacted him, saved him in faith and saved him from the mundane 
life of linoleum and metal at Riverside, and now it was John’s duty 
to thank and repay the Lord for the inspiration and will to hope. 
Since those days at Riverside, the divine communication of God 
to John came on a nightly basis. Other than this correspondence, 
John had little communication with the world. He no longer spoke 
to his parents, and he didn’t much care to think of his past or why 
they put him where they did. He preferred to think of the dreams, 
the blessing, the gift. 

Flashes of his dreamy visions came back to him as he walked. 
One scene depicted people as characters in a colorful and half 
surreal oil painting: People fleeing, buildings on fire, all amidst a 
horrible black flooding rain. Waves and sleet and smoke crashing 
about the tar – he could hear them all in his dreams and he relived 
it all again in his memory. And forever in his dreams, a booming 
voice that echoed in his skull, rattling the clouds and shattering the 
glass in the image, calling, repeating, bellowing: “sinners, sinners, 
sinners.”

 His memory of his dream was composed of fluid moving 
scenes, painted into action. Everyone wrapped in thick beautiful 
cloth, silk scarves, colorful veils, and stunning distress. Everyone 
was wounded, bleeding, bruised, forever tripping and falling, each 
in their own process of dying. Everything about it was fantastical: 
rolling, booming tidal waves of murky blue and red water that 
came from nowhere, and evaporated just as quickly as they had 
arrived. Fires erupted, burst forth with yellow red and orange 
flames, sparking and smoking without fuel, poised somehow in 
midair. Nothing made sense to John. 

The people of the dreams did not look modern. Were they 
Bostonians? They were dressed like Romans, among the asphalt, 
glass, rust, and concrete blocks of the present city. They were all 
moaning, crying, clutching babies or throwing up their hands, 
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running, drowning, and burning. Some were sick, coughing, hacking 
and vomiting uncontrollably. Everyone was fraught with abandon, 
trying, but failing to fly away from the inescapable wrath of the 
scene. Fire and brimstone crashed and ruptured, tumbled from the 
alleyways crushing and breaking those ancient people who were 
not swift enough to save themselves. All was sent forth from the 
righteous and all-powerful hand of God. John knew he was seeing 
the future in these nightly premonitions.

 This was Boston. Two inches of fresh snow had fallen this 
morning and was already dirty, for it had touched the ground and 
mingled with the abundant filth. John loved the winter but hated 
the city, hated the transformed stone and ground of a once godly 
earth. He felt a responsibility to Boston though, to the masses 
and to the wandering souls in need of a Shepard. He was there to 
help.

 John walked to work. The paved, concrete, and brick 
walkways of Boston were putrid. Bubble gum, food, food wrappers, 
and newspapers lay everywhere, plastered like stickers on the 
sidewalks, nestled among the piles of snow, filling and clogging 
the drainage gutters. Each item partook in the myriad of litter, 
Boston’s flower garden of waste. He looked at the garbage and 
the dreary lifeless parks, the trees completely empty of their leaves 
except the few tenacious scraps of foliage that held on, flitting or 
waving in the wind. He looked at the old war monument that stood 
out on the hill, tall with blue oxidized copper, defiled with graffiti, 
watermarks and stains. John thought it was more a sad reminder 
than a great memorial.

  He strolled on now, the warmth of his body combating 
the harsh chill of the city morning. Ahead, on one of the many 
doorsteps that lined the neighborhood, perched in front of an 
apartment building, sat a homeless man, a bum: grimy, unshaven, 
shaking a styrofoam cup which rattled and jingled with the 
bouncing, colliding coins inside. John hated these situations, being 
face to face with misfortune; he didn’t know how to handle himself. 
His stomach tightened and he concocted a plan. He didn’t want 
to ignore a fellow human being, a fellow creation of God, but he 
didn’t know what to say and certainly had no money to spare. 
Besides, these people need to help themselves, he thought, find 
some faith.

As he approached he realized the man was not a man at all, 
and what had appeared as an unshaven face was a grease smear 
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across the woman’s lower jaw. She was big boned, with ruddy skin, 
covered in layers: grimy white and gray cotton sweatpants, pink 
and aqua blue sweat-shirts and a thin navy-blue down vest with 
the stuffing coming out. All this was smudged and set atop a pair 
of tall yellow rubber mud boots that came up to her round pudgy 
knees. She shook her foam container, but stopped when she saw 
the preacher. John made eye contact, brown eye to brown eye. He 
lifted his coat sleeve over his nose to block the smell of the woman. 
His coat needed a washing itself. He smelled the scent of damp 
wool travel up his nose. 

Wanting to interact, to acknowledge her as a fellow being, 
from beneath the sleeve that blocked his mouth, he uttered: “May 
God bless and keep you, ma’am.” He felt it sounded good and right, 
and took something close to pride in his tidbit of courage. Of course, 
the feeling was not pride itself, not a sin committed by a preacher. 
His smile immediately flourished from this flicker of bravery. From 
behind, the woman called in a heckling witch’s voice:

 “God bless me eh, God bless you Johnny Preacher, you’re 
crazier ‘an me,” and she cackled as he walked away. 

How had she known his name? He rationalized. Most likely 
“Johnny” was like calling someone “Shmoe,” and maybe she got 
“preacher” from his attire. Maybe she had seen him before. He 
couldn’t remember. He wrote it off as a coincidence, and began 
to dwell on thoughts of his day’s sermon. 

As he walked, John pushed his hands into his deep scratchy 
wool pockets. What was this? Up ahead, John’s eyes focused on 
something positioned atop the soft layer of snow that blanketed a 
Boston Globe dispenser. It was food. John had skipped his morning 
meal and was only now feeling the pangs of his belly, tight and 
gurgling. He thought about his stomach acid, with nothing else 
to do but digest itself. Didn’t a man of God deserve some sort of 
breakfast? There was no time to stop into one of the stores or 
restaurants anyway; he was due at his church, and he didn’t bring 
any cash. 

Like one approaches a dog he does not know, John advanced 
timidly. There it was, half the package, one whole Twinkie laid out 
on the white boxboard card with the clear cellophane wrapper still 
covering the remaining contents and shining in the pale morning 
light. Should he? Could he? He wouldn’t have a break from 
preaching for half the day and there it was, its color somewhere 
between yellow and tan, supple looking, delicate, beautiful sweet 
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food confronting and tempting him. 
He started to remember its taste; it had been so long since 

he had eaten one, since childhood, since before the ward where 
they didn’t allow sugar, since long before he ran away to Boston, 
before the dreams, before God had chosen him. He picked it up. 
He tipped the package and ice crystals that scattered the top went 
sliding off the plastic wrapper. John stared at the confection. His 
mind thought of all the sad desperate souls in Boston, all the bums, 
all the sickly minded people who might put poison, a razor, or a 
needle into the harmless looking pastry. Then he thought of the 
sweet cream filling. John realized he hadn’t even taken time for 
dinner the previous night. No, John thought, nobody is out to get 
me, no more worrying. His teeth eased into the soft sweet cake 
which adhered to the roof of his mouth and filled it like plaster fills 
a mold. It tasted good. It tasted so good, so deserved.

 Boston in early December was an awful time for John 
and his parishioners. He could see it on every one of their faces, 
their blank unengaged stares, and he wondered if he was getting 
through to any of them. As he approached Lafayette and Kingston, 
the corner where his church stood, he heard a scratchy menacing 
voice from the side alley: “Ha Ha, sinner, sinners are repaid, ha 
ha, ha ha.” The voice’s gruffness scraped through the holy silent 
air of the place. The message was the same warning that John 
preached, but the tone was one of seedy mockery. The tattered voice 
sent a coldness through his body, and he once again revisited his 
reoccurring nightmare. How similar these words seemed to those 
he had heard before. By the time John reached the corridor of the 
alley, the antagonizer was gone. John was relieved. He didn’t like 
dealing with the unruly. He didn’t like seeing the most common 
and poor of Boston in their sad state of life and belief. If they had 
only found God, they would be better off. 

 John started preaching. The air in his church was that of 
the cold air outside, but he was accustomed to it and preached on, 
feeling the warm blood rush from his core to his fingertips as he 
spoke, arms accentuating his points. “I have seen the apocalypse; 
I have seen the hellfire and the sorrow that God will bestow upon 
us all if we do not repent. As with Noah’s flood, few will be spared, 
only the righteous, only the virtuous shall be pulled from the rubble 
or put on higher ground by His gracious hand. In my dreams I 
have seen the wrath, here in this very city. In my head, in my 
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head, this message came to me last night. I tell you the truth, for 
the first time America will have something real to fear. God.” He 
paused to let his point sink into the heads of those listening. “But 
God, though angered, is most merciful to those who live the blessed 
life, and He does not act without reason. God is love, and there is 
no life without love.” 

He was speaking with a loud, almost roaring, shout of a voice. 
It reverberated off his church walls, off the thick gray barrier of 
the parking garage across the street, and the old brick complex 
that stood adjacent. His parishioners, the pedestrians, all hurried 
by, eyes looking to the snowy sidewalk, gazing away from the 
pious man, in his dirty gray, stinking wool coat and ragged white 
sneakers. 

Two young women passed. “Don’t look at him, ignore him, 
keep walking. It’s just another homeless guy who’s spent one too 
many nights in the cold,” one said to the other. John heard this. 

“Young ladies,” he said turning in their direction. They sped 
their steps, high heels clicking, and one grabbed the other’s arm 
to pull her along. “Don’t you see?” he said. “I come to help you, 
to warn you of the end? I am but a messenger of the word. Don’t 
you see the sins of the human race, don’t you feel the sadness?” 
Far down the block the bleached blond pulled her arm from her 
light-brown overcoat and reaching up, without looking back, erected 
her manicured middle finger.

John was shocked and saddened. How could he help a city 
full of those who couldn’t comprehend their own doom? He was 
simply out to assist, out to save his church and its many unknowing 
members. His poor church, with its telephone-pole crucifixes and 
unstained glass, with its pavement flooring, park bench pews and 
the despondent parishioners, it stood as a wasteland. How sad, John 
thought to himself. I must try harder; I have a duty to perform. 
He began again, standing there; arms raised high in exaltation, 
his deep voice filling the icy air. 

The streets became more active. John continued: “I have been 
foretold the destination…and it is hell: loathsome, mournful, and 
fiery.” Little spheres of spit flew from his mouth when he stressed 
his most important words. The people walked by, preoccupied, busy, 
ignoring John in a perfect, practiced way. “Listen to the Bible; you 
will be crushed for you live but wretched lives. Since Adam, since 
Eve, we have been wallowing in temptation and in greed, but God 
will forgive. He will give salvation to the virtuous. Oh God, oh God 
save us, save this city.” 
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Afternoon Silhouette
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John’s thin frail frame shook in the frosty gusts that swept 
the busy sidewalks, whisking wisps of snow into the air and the 
streets. People huddled together and withdrew into the necks of 
their coats like so many frightened turtles. John felt his numb 
earlobes sticking from below his cap; he pulled it down as best he 
could and tried to bury his arms, which had been raised so long in 
passion and praise, deep into his pockets. The sun now shone, but 
it did not heat; it only burned somewhere far away, lending light 
and false hope of summer. John continued, and the workers and 
walkers passing by on the sidewalk disregarded his pleas. 

It was later, almost three o’clock, and there was a lull in the 
streets. Two well-dressed men approached in conversation, and one, 
seeing John, stopped. He gave an instant of his attention to the 
religious wailings. John stood hands open in front of him, palms up 
to heaven in some form of revelry. “Look at all God has given us,” 
he said deeply, and sorrowfully, “look at the sky.” The man did not 
look up or anywhere else besides directly into John’s face.

“Hey buddy,” he said pulling his wallet from his back pocket. 
“Here’s ten bucks.” He slapped the folded bill into John’s ungloved, 
shivering hand. “Why don’t you go get yourself a good warm meal 
guy, huh?” The man walked off.

“A donation to the church,” John shouted behind them, “It 
will be appreciated and used for God’s efforts.” Displaying no notice 
of his response, they walked on.

John saw someone approaching quickly. “You,” John said, 
happy with the donation he had received, and his spirits lifted and 
encouraged all the more to save these good souls as best he could. 
He knew God sent good people into creation: angels, the holy 
few who were like that good man who had just passed by. “You,” 
he repeated seeing a lovely and fast-walking woman nearing his 
monastery. “You are a blessed soul; I can see it emanating from 
you, a holy light. Yes God is with you, you will be saved if you tell 
God your wrongs,” and he placed his hand upon her shoulder as 
she passed by. John felt her body startle and jolt at his touch; he 
heard her fumbling at her side, in her purse, the jingle of keys. “Oh 
I’m sorry,” he said, “I didn’t mean to frighten…”

“kptsssssshhhhhhht kssshht.” The mace canister hissed like 
a snake.

“Ahhh,” John cried out, his hands rushing to cover his 
scorched eyes. Everything was black and the air smelled like chilies 
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and cayenne pepper. John fell to his knees, shrieking in pain. He 
was bent over with his hands covering his eyes, feeling them burn 
while the constant stream of tears rushed from beneath his lids, 
freezing in thin icicles on his cheeks. John felt his sinuses release, 
like the opening of a flood gate, and his nostrils run and run. The 
sharp, blistering pain in his eyes was excruciating. He felt it in his 
spine, in his head, in his unwashed feet and devout heart.

The streets were nearly empty now. John knelt, knees in the 
dirty snow, hunched in a ball holding his head, becoming more 
and more frozen, and further confused. What more could he do 
for God? Why was he punished so? From where was he to pull 
inspiration, where could he find the hope he so desired for his flock? 
He thought he heard voices coming from somewhere around him, 
from beside him or above. They whispered and shrieked “HA, ha, 
sinners will pay; sinners are never free ha, ha ha.” He stayed bent 
in burning pain, listening to the words that enclosed him. Head 
throbbing, eyes irritated, weeping, red and sightless, he stayed for 
a long time, eyes covered. He listened, he thought.

In December, the Boston streetlights turned on early. They 
flicked to life above John’s head with a snap and began to buzz. 
Across the street each bulb lit successively, going up the line one by 
one until the street shown pink. Each bulb lit up the little glowing 
circle of air around the lamp and cast its light down to earth in an 
oval of glowing neon. The wind had died and light snow descended 
like falling mica dust, flakes like glittering sparks in the light. They 
settled on John’s dark coat and stained his pants in little specks 
as they melted. 

Finally, John arose. His head still pounded and throbbed, 
his eyes remained bloodshot and distressed. Tear streaked face, 
snot on his sleeves, he searched his mind for what next to do. He 
stiffly, slowly, put his frozen hands deep into the pockets of his 
loved and worn wool coat. He felt the ten dollar bill and the button 
he had placed there early that morning, and fumbled with them 
as he walked.

He went to the Vietnamese restaurant on the corner and 
bought a sandwich for two dollars. He would save the rest to invest 
in something more worthy than himself. The dark-haired woman 
from behind the counter handed him the sandwich wrapped in 
crinkly white wax paper, like she always did. John was given a glass 
of water, and walked to the corner in the back of the narrow and 
deserted restaurant. Alone, he unfolded the oil-stained paper and 
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looked at the sandwich feast in front of him. His hands thawed 
and tingled and burned in a way that felt worse than the cold ever 
had.  

John thanked the lord for the sustenance. As he took his 
first bite, the dark-haired woman came up to him: “You fo’get 
yoh change,” she said in a sweet oriental accent. She laid the eight 
dollars out on the table for him: a five, and three one dollar bills, 
each reading: In God we Trust. With a mouth full of sandwich, 
John commented on his forgetfulness and thanked her, and stared 
at the money, thinking over its proclamation. He thought she 
whispered, “Sinner” as she went back behind the counter, but he 
couldn’t be sure.

Do I trust in God? John asked himself, savoring the salty meat 
in his sandwich, the daily bread that God had provided for him 
today. “Yes, yes of course I do. Yes of course,” he said out loud. 
The dark-haired woman looked at him from behind the counter, but 
went back to slicing vegetables. John slowly finished his meal, and 
took a long time to finish his water. It felt good in his throat. His 
voice was raspy from preaching all day, from saving the worshipers 
of Boston, and the water comforted him. 

  
John walked back towards his home. It was a suitable place, 

a nook under a roof of metal rain sheeting with two abandoned 
dumpsters as one wall and the joint where two sides of the forgotten 
hosiery manufacturing building formed a V for the others. It was 
insulated with whatever could be accumulated, and John had never 
been bothered or joined in his place. He looked on his bed, the 
cardboard mattress, and the many raggedy blankets and cloth 
scraps he had left in the morning. His back still hurt. The heavily 
used bible still lay where he had left it before going to work. He 
put the eight remaining dollars in it and closed it. The batteries of 
his flashlight had died sometime last night, and he would not be 
able to study the text this evening. 

Instead he studied his dreams, their meanings, and God’s 
message. He thought of all the bums, and how he determined to 
be less afraid of them. He wondered how he could sympathize 
with those who wouldn’t help themselves. How could he ever look 
through their eyes? John wondered how so many lived oblivious to 
their real condition, how people could not recognize truth when it 
was right in front of them. 

In the bite of the frigid December dusk, John rocked back and 
forth on his pile of rags and cardboard, hands between his knees. 
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Tomorrow will be great, he thought. An early start to spread God’s 
word, to help those who can’t help themselves. Yes, tomorrow will 
be my greatest of sermons. Tomorrow will be better than today, 
better than today. He smiled with thoughts of glee and salvation, 
of heaven and Eden regained. Yes, I do trust in God. Tomorrow 
will be wonderful for all if we are free from the end just one more 
day. If we are free from the end just one more day; if we are free 
from the apocalypse one more day. One more day. And he slept, 
and he dreamt.
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Song for Stanley
Meredith L. Hillman

The ocean spray was the coldest it had been all month when 
she found Stanley. He was sitting on the top of one of the dunes 
— a once soft haven, now hardened with the season — clutching his 
bare knees bent into his chest. All he had on was his favorite pair of 
navy blue shorts and a red sweatshirt with the hood pulled over his 
head. The wet wind whipped across his bare feet, his toe nails bright 
white, bone dry. With each careful step, the hard sand imploding 
under her, she approached him. Her pant legs flapped like little 
flags laughing from the antennas of speeding cars. Resisting the 
strain, she knelt beside him. She didn’t even need her glasses to 
see her boy covered in goose bumps –- proof that he was still alive, 
thank God. Suddenly the wind picked up her hood and blew it back. 
Rather hers than her boy’s, she thought. She stayed there staring 
at him, trying to come up with the right things to say. What could 
she say? She just wanted him to come home.

 Tears were beginning to run across the creases under her 
glass-blue eyes as she curled one arm around his wide and fleshy 
back and another under his tremulous knees. The dull ache brewing 
in her spine was a reminder to her that she could no longer keep 
doing this, but she fought it one last time and carried him down 
that sandy hill. She made it to her ’87 wagon waiting for her at the 
bottom and set Stanley on the hood, the metal popping underneath 
his larger-than-average twelve-year-old bottom; he recoiled into the 
same position as before. She straightened out her back the best she 
could and stumbled over to the rear passenger door. Inside was a 
plaid blanket made out of fleece which she grabbed and brought 
over to her boy. He finally looked up at her as she wrapped the 
blanket around him. She looked deep into his innocent eyes – they 
were dark, like the color of his skin, and so sorry for what he had 
done to Terry. For most of his life Stanley had been raised by her 
as if he were also her own; she knew he would never hurt her son 
intentionally. The way those boys would play sometimes it was easy 
for Stanley to get too excited. That was all over now though.

 A wisp of her fading red hair whipped and caught on her 
jagged dry lips. She was cold as hell but could withstand anything 
for him, even this wicked weather. He was going to sit there on that 
hood until he was good and ready to get inside and go home.
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 His eyes blinked furiously. It was obvious he was upset.
She put her hands on each side of his hooded head. Cupped ears 
always made him feel safe. Once he started to rock back and forth 
a little, she knew she had her boy back. He began to squeak out 
his noises and she let go of her breath, rubbing her hands across 
his back, embracing him.

 “It’s okay, baby,” she said. “Ssshh…it’s okay….”
 “Terry!” he cried.
 “Terry’s going to be fine, sweetheart. He was just a little 

shaken up, that’s all.”
 “Terry!” he screamed louder.
 “Sshh. Stanley.” Her voice firmed. “Stop that. We’re going 

to go home now and you’ll see. Terry’s okay.”
 His hefty body began shaking uncontrollably in her arms 

as he began to wail. She knew she couldn’t hold him much longer. 
But he soon subsided into his normal rocking and she put her hands 
back up to his covered ears. The force of his heavy breaths would 
shoot spit bubbles to his pink lips, mucus from his nose running 
down his brown flesh. He continued his wailing as she ripped a 
tissue from her jacket breast pocket, holding it up to his nose. It 
fluttered between her hand and his face, but she wouldn’t let it 
blow away. She held it there for him until he finally remembered 
to blow.

 The sound of heat returning to her body buzzed in her 
burning ears, but she could distinctly hear the familiar crunching 
of the driveway pebbles underneath her rolling car tires. She went 
slow and steady, keeping an eye on Stanley from the rear view 
mirror. There was a faint pattern of heavy congested breaths 
going through Stanley’s nostrils, a sort of cantabile lullaby. His 
eyes suddenly shot up at the weeping willow branch that brushed 
against the windshield as they turned the bend, and soon the house 
was in view. He blinked a few times, faster than the porch swing 
could fly back and forth in the breeze.

 She parked the car not a foot from the front steps, right 
next to his flipped-over play set he had fled from, and turned off 
the engine. Stanley’s eyes darted around her as she helped him out 
from the back seat. His shoulders slumped as she closed the door 
behind him and guided him up to the house. He held the fleece 
blanket so it caped around his backside, dangling down to his 
ankles, and he climbed the porch steps. Above the faint mumble 
of the TV, the old screen door let out a welcoming screech, and 
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Stanley was finally safe inside.
 She stroked both hands up and down his arms and walked 

into the kitchen, leaving Stanley at the entrance. Immediately she 
headed to the stove and grabbed the dented tea kettle. She opened 
the white cupboard door to her left and braced herself with the 
stove top as she stood on her toes to reach the bag of cocoa powder 
kept on the top shelf. Climbing back down, she tossed the bag to 
the counter.

 Click, click, click, click and the circle of blue flames rose 
to the bottom of the tin pot. She turned and saw Stanley was gone. 
“Stanley?” she called. Tucking a graying strand of hair behind an 
ear still red, she headed around the corner and into the dark living 
room. A few pillows lay on the burnt-orange carpet, and Stanley’s 
Dr. Seuss books were scattered about. Her eyes trailed the crazy 
cats, elephants, birds and Whos, up to Stanley’s bare feet. He was 
standing next to her son, her red-headed Terry, who was seated on 
his pillow of choice. Terry’s body shifted on the brown plaid couch 
cushion when he felt Stanley standing next to him. Terry looked 
up at Stanley. His mother could see the little bruise beginning to 
darken just under his twinkling blue eye, filling the pale circle of 
flesh in between his few freckles. Stanley was fixated on the screen 
in front of him, never turning from that little orange puppet singing, 
“When Bert’s not here, the place is too quiet….”

 Terry looked back at the television. “Stanley, come sit 
down.”

 Stanley plopped down next to Terry and hunched over his 
crossed legs.

 She watched them as Stanley started to join in singing 
“the sky’s not so sunny, my life seems so blue,” and she watched 
as Terry wrapped a little arm around Stanley’s large waist. She 
watched until the tea kettle began to whistle.
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Migrations
Michael Burke

I met the woman in her elegant home in the Marina da 
Gama section of Cape Town, a planned community on the edge 
of Sandvlei estuary, which winds northwards from the Atlantic 
at False Bay. The development was about 30 years old, and had 
been built to follow each twist of the waterway in order to place 
as many homes as possible directly on water. Like most white 
residential sections of Cape Town it was a gated, patrolled, alarmed 
community; I couldn’t help but assume this was because of the 
black Township directly across the highway to the east.

 I had gone to Marina da Gama to talk to the woman, 
an Afrikaaner, about the work she did in the Township, setting 
up environmental education programs. But what she wanted to 
show me was Eastlake Island in the middle of the estuary. It was 
an island whose vegetation had been stripped away recently, and 
replaced with native plants and grasses. That is, the native plants 
were being restored to the island, having earlier been removed when 
the development was created, replaced by exotic species brought 
from Europe and Australia, which were the ones now being torn 
up. A confusing and artificial succession of plant life.

 She walked me around the island, greeting the black 
gardeners who had been hired to do the restoring. She was 
clearly proud of all they and the residents of the community had 
accomplished in the project. Most of the plants were unfamiliar to 
me, though they looked vaguely like the scrubby, low vegetation 
one sees in the chaparral region of the American West. They 
were examples of fynbos, a defining vegetation in this part of the 
Western Cape. Fynbos is not a specific plant, but the name given 
to a collection of plants which comprise it, much as “tundra” refers 
to a group of organisms, not to a single one. Despite the vastly 
different climates in which fynbos and tundra occur, each is fragile, 
susceptible to damage from intrusions by inappropriate visitors.  

 Such restoration projects seemed to be going on all over 
Cape Town when I was there in June of 2003; a great effort to 
either preserve or restore the native flora, including at Kirstenbosch 
Gardens in Newlands, a posh suburb, which was formerly the home 
of blacks and colored South Africans but is now almost exclusively 
white.
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 When we returned to the woman’s house we had coffee, 
and talked about her plans for the island, and for her environmental 
programs in the Township. It was oddly dislocating to be there, 
midway between environments, that of the island and that of the 
Township. I wasn’t sure which one I was most interested in, which 
one drew me the most.

Later I went on a tour of Townships on the Cape Flats. The 
Cape Flats are those areas – including the one across from Marina 
da Gama – into which Black and Colored residents of Cape Town 
were moved after the National Party came to power in 1948, and 
continued its policies of racial separation that had begun long 
before the formal and legal system of Apartheid. My guide, Brian, 
told me how the residents of District Six – an area near the present 
downtown of Cape Town, in which Blacks and Coloreds and Indians 
had lived, including he and his family – had been forcibly removed 
in the early 1960s. He described the happy, robust social scene that 
existed then, and we visited the tidy District Six museum to see 
evidence of this scene. Then we drove out to the Langa Township, 
and later to Guguletu, where some of the most severe rioting of 
the anti-Apartheid movement occurred. 

If it had been strange to be at the house in Marina de Gama, 
in-between island and Township, it was very strange indeed to be on 
tour in a Township. I’d had doubts about doing such a thing before 
we began: It was hard to imagine that one would go on tour into 
a Township; harder, though, to imagine that someone would give 
such a tour – who would think of such a thing, I thought earlier that 
morning as I waited for Brian to show up. Isn’t this an intrusion, 
an outrage, aren’t we turning the residents of these communities 
into objects to be viewed?

Yet the tour was fascinating and respectful. The guides 
are either former or current Township residents, and they have 
permission for every stop they make. At some point during the day 
I became aware of a question that was troubling me – Why were 
these people still here, in the Townships? – whose answer would 
be obvious to more thoughtful thinkers than me: Having been 
moved from their previous homes, or having come to Cape Town 
and been forced into one Township or another, the residents were, 
post-Apartheid, free to move wherever they could; but of course, 
they couldn’t. The political and legal contexts had changed, but 
the economic ones hadn’t, and they simply couldn’t afford to go 
anywhere else. The State was going to move them no longer; now 
they had to move themselves. Such migration was turning out to 
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be impossible.
                            •         •          •
My yard in Maine is crowded with trees, mostly maples, but 

also black ash and some birch. When we first moved to this house 
seventeen years ago, the front yard was open, uncluttered, and 
there was a line of small trees at the front of the lawn, between it 
and the road. I let those trees grow, as a barrier to the road, and 
moved trees out of the woods that border our house on the back 
and one side into new locations in the lawn. I wanted more shade in 
front, and I wanted the classic New England look, a row of maples 
bordering the drive.  

The first maple I moved, thinking it was a sugar maple, turned 
out to be a swamp maple, which spreads its branches broadly and 
doesn’t have good sap for syrup. It shot up, and out; the first few 
years I carefully recorded its growth, even using my own shadow 
and geometry to calculate its height, as Thales did with a pyramid. 
Now it is too tall for that, its shadow extending to and lost in the 
woods beside the house.

Another tree I dug up with much effort, untangling its roots 
from that of its neighbor. I put it into a spot in line with the maple, 
an equal distance from the house. I looked at my work and was 
satisfied – there was a nice balance between the two trees and the 
house,  a symmetry. Only later did I notice that the second tree was 
directly beneath a power line; in a year or two the ash had grown 
enough to mingle with the line. And then a maple, a volunteer 
which sprung up at the foot of the ash, began growing rapidly in 
the shade of the ash, competing with it for light, and soon its top 
was even with the ash’s, and then beyond it, and together the two 
trees are bound up in the power line, lifting it. Someday soon I will 
have to either trim the branches, or have the power line moved. I 
hadn’t planned on this, hadn’t expected it; it was the consequence 
of my decision to move trees.

                            •         •          •
Aldo Leopold said that “One of the penalties of an ecological 

education is that one lives alone in a world of wounds.” Also, “To 
keep every cog and wheel is the first precaution of intelligent 
tinkering.”

                            •         •          •
The snow is falling, falling, falling whitely in the yard. All 

morning I sat in the living room, mostly unmoving, reading, 
thinking, staring. Now I see the snow is falling and soon I will have 
to go outside and shovel it. If I don’t move these early snows far 
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enough off the drive, the later ones fill in closer and closer to the 
center, until the driveway becomes a one-track tunnel. We have a 
snowblower which shoots the snow far away, but there is always 
some that has to be handled by hand, and tossed as far out on the 
buried white lawn as I can get it. Having moved to Maine from 
California long ago, I’ve come to accept this obligation, though I 
wasn’t expecting it before I moved. The need to move snow is no 
longer surprising.

                               •         •          •
 G ar y  Snyder  says,  “ WE SHALL SEE/WHO KNOWS/

HOW TO BE.”
 Mary Oliver writes, “There is only one question/How to 

love this world.”
                               •         •          •
 I am thinking about building a pond in the woods behind 

our house. It would be a small pond, in a slight depression that 
an intermittent, seasonal stream makes as it comes down the hill 
behind the house, pauses, then slips more steeply downhill to a creek 
bed beside the road in front. To build it, I’d have to cut down a 
half-dozen trees, get a backhoe into the yard to pull out earth, and 
build a modest dam at the lower end. I like the idea of preparing 
a water place for fish and birds, which might attract raccoons and 
beavers and waterfowl.  

 I went to a workshop on pond building put on by the local 
Soil and Water Conservation Agency. I found out farm ponds are 
much more complicated than I’d ever thought. Apparently beavers 
are attracted to the sound of running water, and will come to an 
outlet pipe and plug it up, assuming that all running water must be 
stopped. Diseases are likely, unless the pond is expertly constructed. 
There are federal rules to be observed, natural rules to obey, ethical 
and environmental rules to pay attention to, so one doesn’t create 
a disaster by attempting to improve one’s land.

                               •         •          •
In Cape Town I visited Kirstenbosch Gardens. The Gardens 

are a large swath of the lower, eastern slopes of Table Mountain. 
They were once owned by Cecil Rhodes, one of the architects of 
modern South Africa, an architect both of its racial policies and its 
European economics. The Gardens are now run by the National 
Botanical Institute and their intention is to have nothing but 
indigenous species in the Gardens.

There is a lovely restaurant at the base of the gardens. A 
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smoky fire was burning in the center of it while I had lunch. Big 
glass windows revealed the gardens stretching uphill; there were 
few other diners, and the wait staff leaned against walls and stood 
in clusters, waiting to be called upon. Most seemed to be Indians, 
or Colored. I didn’t think there were any Blacks among them, 
any native Capetonians, though who is a native must be a vexed 
question in South Africa, in Cape Town. To be a native means, 
of course, to have been born in a place; there is another kind of 
nativity, too, that of being a member of a group that is indigenous 
to an area. But are there any true indigenes any more?  Is a person 
of Irish descent more indigenous to New England than the daughter 
of a Muslim from Tehran, if neither is born there? My daughter was 
born in Maine, her mother in Iowa, I in California – what claims 
to the rights of a native of Maine does she have? What, indeed, 
are the rights?

               •         •          •
 I forego the shoveling. I stay inside the house, moving as 

little as possible. There is little damage I can do in here, little harm 
that can result from my best intentions. There will be consequences, 
even of inaction, but at least I won’t be implicated. Eventually 
one comes to a condition in which every action seems vexed, 
complicated, troubled.

               •         •          •
 When I leave Cape Town I fly to London, and meet my 

wife and daughter there. Together we travel by train to Scotland, 
to Edinburgh and the Highlands, to Isle of Skye and Inverness. In 
Scotland a madman will accost us while on a horseback ride, we’ll 
see newborn harbor seals, we’ll find duns – rock structures from 
the Roman era, built for defense.  

After two weeks we fly back to Maine, where I spend one night 
before I fly on to Idaho, landing, after 14 hours of hopscotching 
across the country, in the tiny town of Stanley, from which I 
hitchhike into the Middle Fork of the Salmon River to work as a 
guide.

 When I finally return to Maine I have been gone a month, 
traveled many thousands of miles, but the one place I have not 
been is the place I was born. I usually make at least one visit a year 
to northern California, but not this year. Sad, maybe, or ironic, to 
travel so far, yet never get home, to circle but never return.  

 We move around, we restlessly crawl across the surface of 
the world, but we don’t know how to be in the world; none of us 
do. We may preach a way of being, we may aspire to such a way, 
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but we don’t know that way. The way may be hard: Don’t move.  
Stay home. Encourage others to do the same.

              •         •          •
When I left the house in Marina da Gama, my driver, 

Martin, was waiting. Though he had been invited into the house 
by my hostess, he declined, sensitive about breaking the codes of 
behavior developed over the decades of apartheid. He knew there 
were places he should not go, barriers he should not pass, things 
he ought not do.

But for me, the barriers are down, all borders are open. I 
exchanged cards with my hostess in Marina da Gama and assured 
her I’d be back.
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The Gold Chain Watch
Carlene T. Pelletier

It was in northern Aroostook County, Maine, a wet, surly 
morning in March of 1942. A grey mist engulfed the pines and hem-
locks and the logging camp yard. I had hired on as a barn worker. 
My work day began before daylight, with feeding, harnessing the 
draft teams, getting them ready for the day’s work. It ended after 
the teamsters returned from the woods, often not until darkness 
again engulfed the camp.

I stepped outside the barn into the misty morning, and began 
walking to the cook camp. Several loggers were standing outside 
the camps, a line of tarred paper buildings fronted with rough cut 
pine boards, and thick plank steps leading to roofed porches. Each 
camp measured about twenty four by twenty four feet and housed 
the logger’s families. Beneath some of the porches chained dogs 
lay waiting for morning’s freedom. These were the camp dogs, the 
woodsmen’s trusted friends. They were mongrels bred to guard 
the logger’s meager possessions, hunting and trapping gear, wives 
and children.

As I approached the cook camp I could see the camp favor-
ite lying on the ground. She had been dragged out from beneath 
the porch. Her nose, jaw, bleeding tongue, and front paws were 
splintered with porcupine quills. She was an unusually large col-
lie/shepherd cross with long yellow matted fur, and gold eyes. Her 
swollen belly and teats seemed absurdly big between her stick-like 
legs, like the legs of a sheep being led to the slaughter. Three loggers 
were beside her, guarding her, and getting her ready. One stood 
by with a shotgun pointed, while another pushed her flat into the 
mud, and squatted over her rump. The third logger straddled her 
shoulders his feet planted firmly in the mud. He slipped a long 
length of clothesline rope under her neck. He brought it up, and 
tied it tightly behind her ears, leaving each end about eight feet 
long. All the while he spoke to her saying, “Good girl. Good girl. 
That’s a good girl.” He threw one end of the rope to the logger 
holding her rump, and grasping the other end they sprang away 
from her, pulling their ends taut as though afraid she would leap 
and rip their throats out. But she lay quivering in the mud, whim-
pering like a fevered infant, all the while her gold, pain-filled eyes 
watching for the least command from her masters.
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The breakfast bell clanged from the cook camp and the sound 
floated on the damp air. Edgar Ross, the camp boss, stood apart 
from us. He held a gold chain watch in his hand, and moodily 
kicked at a hitching post. At the clang of the bell he snapped his 
head up. He was a brawny man with fiery red hair, calculating, 
visceral blue eyes, and a gruff voice. He seemed oddly out of place 
in this French-Canadian camp. “Jesus Christ, men,” he shouted. 
“She ought to have been dead by now. We got trees to cut. We got 
work to do. Get a goddamn move on.”

Pierre, the foreman, a wiry little Frenchman in bib overalls 
and a faded, red flannel shirt jumped to attention. He waved his 
hand, and signaled the men and dog onward.

I followed behind as we set out for the woods. Each logger 
walked about six feet on either side of the dog, holding their lengths 
of rope taut so she could neither move to one side or the other. 
Commanding and praising her, they pulled and coaxed her along 
while she coughed out short, raspy breaths in red spittle. The third 
logger marched behind her, his eyes on her quivering body, shotgun 
ready. When we approached Pierre’s camp, the procession stopped 
short. An astonishing thing had happened – six furry pups shot out 
like coiled springs from beneath a porch. Yelping and whimpering, 
they leapt around us, wagging their whole bodies. Hungry and wild 
with relief at finding their mother, they bounded to her swollen 
teats. Everyone stood somber. A frown, like a cloud shadow, passed 
over Pierre’s face. “Move on. Move on,” he said in a hushed voice. 
“I don’t want my little girl waking up, and seeing this.”

“Get them the hell out of here,” Ross shouted, stamping a 
black boot in the mud. “Let’s go.”

Several stripling boys following along behind us charged after 
the excited pups. Whipping handfuls of wet, heavy mud at them 
they tried to drive them back, but the pups, undaunted by the mud 
splats, dashed after their mother again and again. The mother, in 
the grasp of the loggers, dropped to the mud and yowled crazily 
after her young. It was several minutes before the boys managed 
to drive the pups back. Then we moved on with the loggers pulling 
and dragging, praising the dog. The whimpering puppies followed 
furtively behind us.

We marched about fifty yards into the woods to a clearing 
bounded by encroaching evergreens. I watched the yellow back of 
the dog being coaxed to her death in front of me, her tail tightly 
pressed against her rump like an extra leg. Her swollen teats 
dragged wet pine needles, dead leaves and twigs along. Now and 
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then she shook her head as though trying to dislodge the awful 
splinters. Once, in spite of the men who held her, she plopped down 
in a puddle and lowered her head to the brown water.  

A sugar maple towered in the middle of the clearing. Its crown, 
vaguely discernable in the shrouding mist, held a proliferation of 
spring buds. The loggers pulled and dragged her to the tree. They 
tied the rope high and short around its coarse trunk so her front 
legs could not reach the ground. She sat on her rump, her front 
paws folded as if in prayer. Unable to lower her head, her gold eyes 
focused on the masters she so faithfully served. She began a soft 
mournful sound that rose steadily like an anguished, pleading cry. 
Her pups, muddy and cold, clumped together on the path behind 
us, answered with pitiful wails.

Minutes seemed to pass and the cries went on and on. Ross 
stood apart from us deliberately poking dead leaves, and scattering 
pebbles with a thin branch he had broken off a sapling oak along 
the way. Everyone stood still with brooding frowns on their faces. 
We looked at the pitiful, tied dog, and listened to her cries – each 
cry another moment of betrayal. I thought then, surely, the same 
thought burned in each of our minds: Oh, save her please, oh kill 
her quickly, get it over with now.

Ross snapped his fiery head up, and making a swift motion 
with the sapling branch he ordered, “Shoot her.”

There was an ear piercing boom, then silence. The dog hung 
from the rope, nose pointed straight up, front paws off the ground, 
a dark red hole between her gold vacant eyes. The pups bounded 
to her stilled body, and stopped short. They whimpered then raced 
like lightning bolts to the safety of the evergreens. We stood still, 
watching them scatter, and waited for Ross to say something.

Ross walked to within a few feet of the dead dog, and poked 
her body with his sapling branch. “She was a good bitch,” he said. 
He backed away from the tree. Pulling the gold chain watch from 
his pocket, he studied it. “Thirteen minutes past five. Let’s go, men. 
We got work to do.”

The loggers lumbered away, heads drooping. The pups, fright-
ened and shivering, wailed from the safety of the evergreens then 
followed silently behind us. We walked out of the woods into the 
camp yard. Loggers were already leaving the cook camp, and over 
by the stable a teamster stood harnessing his draft team. Hearty 
breakfast odors, fried eggs, beans, crispy bacon, buckwheat pan-
cakes and molasses hung in the air. On any other morning, these 
smells hurried me to the cook camp, made my mouth water, and 
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salivate like a hungry dog. But the queasy sensation in my stomach 
told me that this morning I would pass it by.

As we neared Pierre’s camp I caught sight of a small, dark-
haired girl in a worn red flannel night gown, sitting on the wide 
plank steps, pulling on green gum rubber boots. She sprang from 
the steps, and began running toward us, her green boots making 
sucking sounds as she ran through the mud. She stopped abruptly, 
and watched the pups racing like fleeting shadows to the safety 
of their porch.

Pierre walked in step with Ross. He nodded toward the woods. 
“It’s too bad,” he said. “She was a good dog.” Nearly bumping 
into the girl, he stopped and stared at her in surprise, then quickly 
masked his gentle face with a frown.

“Daddy,” she cried, gripping his arm, and looking up into 
his face.

“What are you doing out here?” he demanded. “It’s cold. 
Get inside,” he ordered, turning her around and giving her back 
side a wallop.

“Who will bury her?” she demanded, turning back to face 
him. 

“Little girl,” Ross interrupted sternly, “three times this spring 
she comes whining into camp riddled with quills. She would not 
leave the porcupines alone. I can’t have my men wasting time pull-
ing quills.” He turned, and walked toward the cook camp, shaking 
his head. Pierre walked along behind him, his head sagging.

The girl stood in the mud, straight and thin, her cheeks raw 
from the cold. I watched as she furiously blinked her eyes to keep 
her tears from springing. She gathered up the hem of her night 
gown and clenched it between her teeth. She scooped up a handful 
of icy mud and ran after the men, her knobby knees like levers 
raising her heavy boots from the sucking mud. Reaching the men, 
she gave a piercing scream. They turned in their tracks. With all 
the might and fury of an angry child she threw the mud square in 
Ross’ face. His mouth flew open, and hung open as though frozen; 
then a trail of obscenities issued from his rage. He pulled a red 
handkerchief from his pocket, and began wiping the mud from 
his face, his eyes. He spat on the ground, and took a step toward 
her, but Pierre stepped between them. He fixed Ross with a look 
that said one more step and you’re dead. Peals of laughter filled 
the camp yard. The girl, her green eyes wide, raised a hand to her 
mouth, then gathered up the hem of her night gown, and fled.

 The girl knew, we all knew, the dog would not be buried. 
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It would be dragged off into the deep woods and left for coyotes to 
find, to tear her body apart, piece by piece. Then the foxes would 
find and relish what the coyotes left behind. Scavenger crows and 
ravens would circle in the sky – darting in and out – pecking at her 
gold eyes, and whatever morsels the foxes left behind. And mice 
would savor the marrow, and porcupines would find and gnaw the 
calcium of her bleaching bones.  

 Ross, his face red like his hair, stamped his black boot 
in the mud and shouted, “Enough. Goddamn it. We got work to 
do.”

The loggers put on somber, working faces. Ross stomped 
away muttering, wiping his face with his red handkerchief, looking 
at his gold chain watch.
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